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Abstract 

We investigate terminological cycles in the terminological standard 
logic ACe with the only restriction that recursively defined concepts 
must occur in their definition positively. This restriction, called syn
tactic monotonicity, ensures the existence of least and greatest fixpoint 
models. It turns out that as far as syntactically monotone terminolo
gies of ACe are concerned, the descriptive semantics as well as the 
least and greatest fixpoint semantics do not differ in the computa
tional complexity of the corresponding subsumption relation. In fact, 
we prove that in each case subsumption is complete for deterministic 
exponential time. We then show that the expressive power of finite 
sets of syntactically monotone terminologies of ACe is the very same 
for the least and the greatest fixpoint semantics and, moreover, in 
both cases they are strictly stronger in expressive power than ACe 
augmented by regular role expressions. These results are obtained 
by a direct correspondence to the so-called propositional J.L-calculus 
which allows to express least and greatest fixpoints explicitly. We 
propose ACe augmented by the fixpoint operators of the J.L-calculus 
as a unifying framework for all three kinds of semantics. 

·The author is currently under grant of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinscflaft (DFG). 
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1 Introduction 

Terminological logics or concept languages have been designed for the logical 
reconstruction and specification of knowledge representation systems derivat
ing from KL-ONE such as BACK, CLASSIC, K'R:rS, and LOOM. l These systems 
are able to represent dictionary-like definitions, and their task is to arrange 
these definitions in a hierarchy according to semantic relations like subsump
tion and equivalence. The dictionary-like definitions these systems are able 
to represent are usually called concept introductions. They attach a unique 
concept to a concept name, where concepts can be built up from the uni
versal concept T and concept names by applying logical connectives as well 
as quantification over roles . The universal concept denotes the full domain, 
whereas concept names represent not further specified subsets of the domain. 
Roles denote arbitrary binary relations over the domain. A typical example 
for a concept introduction of this kind is the following one defining leaves as 
trees which do not have any branch: 

Leaf == Tree n -,3branch:T (1) 

It is perfectly straightforward to state the meaning of such a concept intro
duction in set-theoretical terms. As usual, the semantics of concepts and 
concept introductions is given in terms of interpretations and models. An 
interpretation I with the domain /:lI maps T to /:lI, each concept name CN 
to an arbitrary subset CNI of /:lI and each role name RN to a binary relation 
RNI over /:lI. Moreover, the logical connectives n, U and -, are interpreted 
as the corresponding set operations on /:lI and 3RN: and V RN: represent 
the existential and universal quantification over RNI. The meaning of a 
concept introduction is then given by requiring that an interpretation is a 
model of C == D iff the interpretation maps C and D to the very same subset 
of the domain. In case of (1) this means that each model of (1) has to satisfy 
the following equation: 

Leaf I = TreeI n {d E /:lI : there is no e s.t. (d, e) E branchI} 

There are also algorithms to compute the subsumption and equivalence rela
tion with respect to finite sets of concept introductions of this kind [Schmidt
SchauB and Smolka, 1991]. Problems arise, however, when cyclic or recursive 
concept introductions · come into the picture. It is very natural to define, for 
example, a tree recursively as a node having only trees as branches: 

Tree == Node n V branch: Tree (2) 

1 For a good overview of the ' KL-ONE family' the reader is referred to [Woods and 
Schmolze, 1992]. For KL-ONE itself see [Brachman and Schmolze, 1985] . 
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The models of this cyclic concept introduction have to satisfy the following 
equation: 

Tree I = NodeI n {d E ~I : for all e s.t. (d, e) E bra.nchI
, e E Tree I

} 

Unfortunately, such recursive equations do not have always unique solutions. 
Take, for instance, an interpretation I such that the domain of I is IN, the 
set of all natural numbers. Suppose Node I is IN and branchI is the successor 
relation on IN. Such an interpretation is a model of (2) if it satisfies the 
following equation: 

IN n {n E IN: for all m s.t. m = n + 1, m E Tree I
} 

{n E IN : n + 1 E Tree I
} 

The question, then, is whether all these models actually force every node 
to be a tree, i.e., whether Node I ~ Tree I

. The recursive equation above 
does not tell us anything about this since it has two conflicting solutions, 
viz. one in which Tree I is IN and one in which it is the empty set. This 
gives rise to the question whether one of these models should be preferred 
or not. In fact, there is an ongoing discussion on which models match our 
intuition best. 2 But even if a semantics has been fixed, it is not clear at all 
how to obtain the corresponding inference algorithms, except for very small 
languages [Baader, 1990]. Concerning the semantics of terminological cycles, 
there are essentially three rivals to consider. First, simply allowing all models 
results in what Nebel [1990, Chapter 5.2.3] called descriptive semantics. The 
remaining two alternatives allow only models which are the least or greatest 
ones with respect to the denotation of the defined concept names (i.e., those 
concept names which appear on the left-hand side of a concept introduction). 
Nebel [1990, Chapter 5.2.2] called these models least and greatest fixpoint 
models respectively. The terms least and greatest, however, apply only to 
models which coincide on the interpretation of all role names and all primitive 
(i.e., undefined) concept names. The previously mentioned model which 
interprets Tree as the empty set is therefore a least fixpoint model of (2), 
whereas the other one interpreting Tree as IN is a greatest fixpoint model. 

The consequences of resorting to one of these alternatives can be clarified 
in some cases in terms of the reflexive-transitive closure R* of a role. In 
the descriptive semantics, for instance, (2) expresses only a necessary condi
tion for being a tree, viz. Tree ~ Vbranch*:Node, but it is not equivalent to 
it. In contrast to this, the greatest fixpoint semantics expresses not only a 
necessary condition, but also a sufficient one. In fact, Baader [1990, Theo
rem 4.3.1] showed that the greatest fixpoint semantics makes (2) equivalent 

2Nebel [1990, 1991], Baader [1990], as well as Dionne et al. [1992] have been contributed 
to this discussion. 
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to the acyclic concept introduction Tree == Vbranch*:Node. For this reason, 
• Baader claimed the greatest fixpoint semantics to come off best [Baader, 

1990, page 626]. However, the least fixpoint semantics can express such 
quantification over branch* just as well. To see this, take the definition of a 
non-tree contrary to the one of a tree: 

Non Tree == -,Node U 3branch:NonTree (3) 

That is to say, a non-tree is something which is either no node or which 
has some branch being a non-tree. In this case, only the least fixpoint 
semantics forces (3) to be equivalent to Non Tree == 3branch*:-,Node. As 
3branch*:-,Node is equivalent to -,Vbranch*:Node, the least fixpoint seman
tics of (3) expresses the very contrary of the greatest fixpoint semantics of 
(2). Anyway, the least fixpoint semantics seems to be more adequate for 
defining a tree as it excludes infinite chains of the role branch. In fact, we 
shall see that it forces (2) to be equivalent to the acyclic concept introduction 
Tree == (Vbranch*:Node)n-,3branch w

, where the concept 3branchw stipulates 
the existence of some infinite chain of the role branch. We thereby allow only 
acyclic structures of finite depth, which is clearly a necessary condition for 
being a tree. 

It should be stressed that even though both (2) and (3) alone have 
least and greatest fixpoint models, neither {(2), Non Tree == -, Tree} nor 
{(3), Tree == -,NonTree} have any least or greatest fixpoint model. This 
is due to the fact that no model can be a least or greatest one with respect 
to the denotation of a concept and its complement, unless the domain of the 
interpretation is empty. For instance, the interpretation over IN as consid
ered above is a model of {(2), Non Tree == -, Tree} if it satisfies the following 
two equations: 

{n E IN : n + 1 E Tree I
} 

IN \ Tree I 

(4) 
(5) 

These equations have exactly two solutions in common, namely one in which 
Tree I is IN and NonTree I is the empty set, whereas in the second solu
tion it is the other way around. Of course, neither solution is a least or 
greatest one with respect to both Tree I and Non Tree I

. It seems to be coun
terintuitive that (2) alone has least and greatest fixpoint models, whereas 
{(2), Non Tree == -, Tree} does not have any. Not only that (2) alone has a 
least fixpoint model, but there is also a least fixpoint model of (2) which is 
a least fixpoint model of Non Tree == -, Tree as well. To see this, consider 
some least fixpoint model of (2). In such a model Tree denotes a certain 
set of objects. Now, with the denotation of Tree being fixed, there remains 
only one single model of NonTree == -,Tree, viz. the one in which NonTree 
is interpreted as the complement of the denotation of Tree. This model is 
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therefore also a least fixpoint model of Non Tree == ,Tree. The difference is 
that a least fixpoint model of {(2), Non Tree ..:. ,Tree} is a solution of (4) 
and (5) which is the least one with respect to both Tree I and Non Tree I , 

while a least fixpoint model of (2) which is also a least fixpoint model of 
Non Tree == ,Tree is a least solution of (5) when Tree I is taken to be a 
least solution of (4). The notion of least and greatest fixpoint semantics 
as considered in the terminological logics literature cannot tell these differ
ent situations apart . To overcome this deficiency, we introduce prefixes p 
and v to indicate that each model must be a least and a greatest fixpoint 
model respectively. The different situations above then can be distinguished 
by the fact that J-L{(2) , Non Tree == ,Tree} does not have any model while 
{J-L{(2)},J-L{NonTree == ,Tree}} does have one. The former terminology will 
be called least fixpoint terminology, whereas the latter will be called complex 
fixpoint terminologies. The least and the greatest fixpoint terminologies of a 
complex fixpoint terminology can be thought of as self-contained definitions. 
Of course, an interpretation is a model of a complex fixpoint terminology iff 
it is a model of each least and greatest fixpoint terminology it contains. Hav
ing complex fixpoint terminologies at our disposal, we can even express the 
fact that the greatest fixpoint semantics of (2) expresses the very contrary of 
the least fixpoint semantics of (3): 

{v{(2)}, J-L{(3)}} F Non Tree == ,Tree 

But what is perhaps most important, it has been overlooked in the 
whole terminological logics literature that terminological cycles can be ana
lyzed in terms of the well-investigated propositional J-L-calculus in a perfectly 
straightforward way. The propositional J-L-calculus is an extension of propo
sitional multi-modal logic to reason about (concurrent) programs which has 
been proposed by Pratt [1981] and by Kozen [1983]. It allows to represent 
both least and greatest fixpoints explicitly by expressions corresponding to 
J-LA.{A == Node n Vbranch:A} and vA.{A == Node n Vbranch:A}. For in
stance, the least fixpoint models of Tree == Node n Vbranch: Tree are exactly 
the models of the following acyclic concept introduction: 

Tree == J-LA.{A == Node n Vbranch:A} 

With the help of this correspondence, we shall determine the computational 
complexity and the expressive power of terminological cycles with respect to 
the least and greatest fixpoint semantics and we will even be able to obtain 
the corresponding inference algorithms. This correspondence also suggests to 
augment ALe by the least and greatest fixpoint operators of the p-calculus 
in order to obtain a unifying framework for all three kinds of semantics. 
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2 The Terminological Logic ALe 

To begin with, we fix the syntax of the base expressions which can be used 
to form terminologies. We decided to take the terminological standard logic 
ACe, investigated by Schmidt-SchauB and Smolka [1991] in their seminal 
paper. We did so because ACe is a well-known concept language which has 
been investigated thoroughly and in spite of its elegance, it is quite expressive. 
Last but no least, it not only has been investigated theoretically, but it is 
also the core language of the system K1lIS [Baader and Hollunder, 1991]. 

Definition 1. Assume N is the union of two disjoint, countably infinite 
sets, Nc and N n, the elements of which are called concept names and 
role names respectively. The concepts of ACe are inductively defined as 
follows: 

1. Each concept name, T, and J.. is a concept of ACe. 

2. If C and D are concepts of ACe and if RN is a role name, then enD, 
CUD, -.C, VRN :C and 3RN:C are all concepts of ACe. 

3. These are all concepts of ACe. 

Of course, we may use parentheses to resolve ambiguities. The concepts of 
ACe are to be interpreted as subsets of some domain in such a way that 
concept names denote subsets the domain and T, J.., n, U, and -. are inter
preted as the full domain, the empty set, the intersection, the union, and the 
set complement respectively. Concepts of the form 3R:C represent all those 
elements d of the domain for which there is at least one element e which is 
related to d by R such that e is an element of C. In contrast to this, V R:C 
denotes all those elements d of the domain for which all elements related to 
d by R are elements of C . 

Notation 1. Assume r ~ b. x b. is an arbitrary binary relation over b. and 
assume dEb.. Then r(d) is defined to be {d: (d,e) E r}. 

Definition 2. An interpretation I is a tuple (b. I , .I), where b.I is a set, 
called the domain of I, and .I is a function mapping concept names to 
subsets of b.I and role names to binary relations on b.I such that: 

TI 

J..I 

(C n D)I 
(C U D)I 

( -.C)I 

(VR:C)I 
(3R:C)I 

b.I 

o 
CInDI 
CIUDI 

b.I 
\ CI 

{d E b.I : RI(d) ~ CI } 
{d E b. I : RI (d) n CI =I- 0} 
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A terminology is just a finite set of concept introductions each of which 
attaches a unique concept to a concept name. 

Definition 3. Assume [, is some set of concepts and assume C and Dare 
elements of [,. Then C ~ D is called axiom of [, and it is a concept 
introduction of [, if C is a concept name. Axioms of the form C ...:.. C n D 
are called primitive and are abbreviated with C C D. A terminology of 
[, is a finite set I of concept introductions of [, such that for every concept 
name CN there is at most one concept C such that CN == C is an element 
of I. 

In order to state the meaning of such terminologies, we have to specify 
their models. As usual, models are interpretations forcing something to hold. 
In case of terminologies, a model is simply an interpretation respecting every 
the concept introduction of the terminology in the sense that the left-hand 
side of the concept introduction must denote the very same subset of the 
domain as the right-hand side. As terminologies like {CN ...:.. ...,CN} should 
not have any model, the domain of an model is required to be nonempty. 

Definition 4. An jnterpretation (~I, .I) is a model of the axiom C == D iff 
C I = DI and ~I is not empty, and it is a model of a set of axioms iff it is 
a model of each axiom of the set. 

Recall that C ~ D is treated as an abbreviation of C == C n D. It should 
be stressed that the models of C !;;;; D are in fact exactly those interpretations 
in which the denotation of C is a subset of the denotation of D. That is, an 
interpretation (t~.z, .I) is a model of C !;;;; D iff CI ~ DI. 

Definition 5. Suppose Au {C == D} is an arbitrary set of axioms. Then A 
is said to entail C ...:.. D iff every model of A is a model of C == D as well . 
In this case, we write A F C ~ D, possibly omitting the curly brackets of 
A and A altogether if it is the empty set. We say that D subsumes C 
with respect to A iff A F C !;;;; D. Moreover , C and D are equivalent iff 
o F C == D, and a concept is coherent iff it is not equivalent to 1... 

Next, we shall define the notions of cyclicity and acyclicity of terminolo
gies. As a matter of fact, we shall rarely make use of these notions. In a 
paper on terminological cycles these notions should be defined though. 

Definition 6. Assume I is some terminology and assume CN == C and 
CN' ...:.. C' are two concept introductions. We say CN == C depends on 
CN' == C' and write (CN == C) <l (CN' == C') iff CN' occurs in C. If <l T 

denotes the transitive closure of <lover I, then CN == C and CN' == C' 
are defined to be mutually dependent within I iff both (CN == C) <l T 

(CN' ...:.. C') and (CN' == C') <IT (CN == C) holds. In this case, we write 
(CN ..:... C) t><1T (CN' == C'). 
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The reader may check that [Xl, is always transitive as well as symmetric, but 
it is not necessarily reflexive. 

Definition 7. A terminology I is cyclic iff it contains concept introductions 
which are mutually dependent within I, otherwise it is acyclic. 

It can easily be seen that for each acyclic terminology I, all three kinds of 
semantics coincide, i.e., the models of I are exactly its least and greatest 
fixpoint models. 

3 Syntactically Monotone Fixpoint Termi
nologies of ALe 

In the previous section, we considered solely arbitrary models of terminologies 
rather than least or greatest fixpoint models. We now introduce prefixes J.l 
and v to distinguish terminologies for which any model is allowed from those 
for which only least and greatest fixpoint models are allowed. 

Definition 8. Assume £ is some set of concepts and assume I is an arbitrary 
terminology I of £ . Then J.lI is called least fixpoint terminology of 
C, whereas vI is called greatest fixpoint terminology of C. Moreover, 
assume I = U?=l /;, where It, ... , Tn have to be pairwise disjoint. If each Ui 

(1 ~ i ~ n) is either J.l or v, then {Ullt, ... ,unTn} is a complex fixpoint 
terminology of £. 

This means roughly that a complex fixpoint terminology of £ consists of a 
finite set of least and greatest fixpoint terminologies which do not have any 
defined concept in common. For example, the following complex fixpoint 
terminology of A£C consists of two least fixpoint terminologies of A£C: 

{J.l{ Tree == Node n Vbranch: Tree}, J.l{NonTree == -, Tree}} 

The meaning of such a complex fixpoint terminology can be given straight
forwardly in terms of models of least and greatest fixpoint terminologies. An 
interpretation is a model of a complex fixpoint terminology iff it is a model 
of each of its elements. In order to state the meaning of least and greatest 
fixpoint terminologies, J.lI and VI, all models of I which coincide on the in
terpretation of the primitive concept and role names of I must be compared 
to each other, hence the following two definitions: 

Definition 9. A concept name CN is defined in the terminology I iff there 
is a concept C such that CN == C is an element of I, and a concept name 
or a role name is primitive in I iff it occurs in I but is not defined in I. 
We denote with prirn(T) the set of all concept and role names which are 
primitive in I. All these notions are extended to least and greatest fixpoint 
terminologies as well as to complex fixpoint terminologies correspondingly. 
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For instance, the concept and role names which are primitive in the complex 
fixpoint terminology above are Node and branch, whereas both Tree and 
Non Tree are defined in this complex fixpoint terminology. 

Definition 10. Suppose I = (~I, .I) and .:J = (~:T, .:T) are two interpreta
tions with ~:T = ~I and suppose N is some set of concept and role names. 
Then.:J is N-compatible with I iff for every x E N, x:T = xI. 

Definition 11. Assume I is some terminology and assume I = (~I, .I) is 
an interpretation. Then I is a least fixpoint model of I iff it is a model 
of I and, additionally, for each other model (~I, .:T) of I which is p'rim(/)
compatible with I, it holds for all CN which are defined in I that CNI ~ 
CN:T. The greatest fixpoint models of I are defined correspondingly by 
requiring CNI 2 CN:T instead of CNI ~ CN:T. Clearly, I is a model of III 
iff it is a least fixpoint model of I and it is a model of VI iff it is a greatest 
fixpoint model of I. If r is a complex fixpoint terminology and if A is a set 
of axioms, then I is a model of r u A iff it is a model of each element of 
ruA. 

The motivation of the notion of jixpoint model is the observation that a 
terminology I together with an interpretation I = (~I, .I) induces a n
ary function Tr mapping (2~It into (2~I)n if we assume that I comprises 
exactly n concept introductions. Consider, for instance, the terminology 
{Tree == Node n Vbranch: Tree}, henceforth abbreviated with Iree. This 
terminology together with an interpretation I = (~I,.I) induces a function 
IreeI which maps subsets of ~I to subsets of ~I. This function is defined 
for each X ~ 6,.I as follows: 

IreeI(X) ~f NodeI n {d E ~I : branchI(d) ~ X} 

In principle, the function IreeI can be defined using an interpretation .:J = 
(~I, .:T) which is p~im(/ree)-compatible with I such that Tree:T is X. Then 
IreeI(X) can defined to be (NodenVbranch:Tree):T. Recall that prim(lree) 
is {Node, branch} . As .:J is {Node, branch}-compatible with I, and as Tree:T 
is X, both definitions in fact yield the very same function: 

IreeI(X) def (Node n Vbranch: Tree):T 

Node:T n {d E ~I : branch:T(d) ~ Tree:T} 

NodeI n {d E ~I : branchI(d) ~ X} 

Definition 12. Suppose I = (6,.I, .I) is an interpretation and suppose I is 
a syntactically monotone terminology of the form {CNi == Ci : 1 ~ i ~ n}, 
where CNll ... , CNn are ordered by some fixed total ordering on Nc. The 
function induced by I and I is the function Tr : (2~It -+ (2~~)n defined 
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as follows: Assume Xl, ... , Xn are subsets of /::l.I and assume (/::l.I, . .:1) is an 
arbitrary interpretat ion which is prim(T)-compatible with I such that CN/ 
is Xi, for all i (1 ~ i ~ n ). Then 7i-(XI, ... , Xn) is (C(, ... , C!). 

It should be stressed that-although this definition only requires (/::l.I, . .:1) to 
be an arbitrary interpretation which is prim('T)-compatible with I such that 
for all i (1 ~ i ~ n), CN/ is Xi- each C/ (1 ~ i ~ n) does not depend 
on which . .:1 is actually chosen. The reason for this is that the concept and 
role names appearing in Ci are among prim('T) U {CNI, ... , CNn} , so that C/ 
depends only on the interpretation of these concept and role names. That 
means, 7i-(XI, ... , Xn) is uniquely defined and, therefore, 7i- is actually a 
function. 

As usual, the fixpoints of the function 'TreeI are those subsets X of /::l.I 
such that Tree I(X) is X. Take, for instance, the interpretation I = (IN, .I) 
considered in the int roduction which interprets Node as IN and branch as the 
successor relation on IN. In this case, the function 'TreeI induced by 'Tree 
and I maps each subset X of IN to the set of all natural numbers whose 
successors are in X: 

'TreeI(X) Node I n {n E IN : branchI(n) ~ X} 

= IN n {n E IN : {n + I} ~ X} 

{n E IN : n + 1 E X} 

The fixpoints of this function are clearly 0 and IN, so that 0 IS its least 
fixpoint, whereas IN is its greatest . 

Definition 13. Assume /::l. is an arbitrary set and f is some n-ary function 
mapping (2~)n to (2~ t. An element (Xl, ... , Xn) of (2~ t is called fixpoint 
of f iff f(XI, ... ,Xn) is (XI, ... ,Xn), and such a fixpoint is a least fixpoint 
of f iff for each other fixpoint (YI , .. . , Yn ) of f and for all i (1 ~ i ~ n), Xi ~ 
Yi . The greatest -fixpoints of f are defined correspondingly by requiring 
Xi ;2 Yi instead of Xi ~ Yi. 

It can easily be seen that an arbitrary interpretation I = (/::l.I, .I) is a 
model of the terminology 'Tree iff Tree I is a fixpoint of the function TreeI 
induced by Tree and I, i.e., 'Tree I ( Tree I ) is Tree I . This implies directly 
that there is also an intimate relationship between the least and greatest 
fixpoint models I of the terminology 'Tree on the one hand and the least 
and greatest fixpoints of the function induced by Tree and I on the other 
hand. In fact, I is a model of the least fixpoint terminology J.l'Tree iff TreeI 

is the least fixpoint of the function induced by 'Tree and I. Obviously, the 
corresponding statement holds for v'Tree as well. 

Proposition 1. Suppose I = (/::l.I, .I) is an arbitrary interpretation, 'T is 
some terminology, and 7i- is the function induced by 'T and I. Assume, 
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moreover, T is of the form {CNi == Ci : 1 ~ i ~ n}, where CN1, ... , CNn are 
ordered by the same ordering as in the definition of Tr. Then I is a model 
ofj.tT iff (CN{, ... ,CN!) is the /eastfixpoint ofTr, and it is a model ofvT 
iff (CN{ , ... , CN!) is the greatest fixpoint of Tr . 

Proof. It suffices to prove that I is model of T iff (CN{, ... , CN!) is a fixpoint 
of Tr. Assume (CN!, ... , CN!) is an arbitrary fixpoint of Tr, i.e., 

7i:(CN{, ... ,CN!) = (CN{, ... ,CN!) 

Now, take an arbitrary interpretation (~I, . .1) which is prim(T)-compatible 
with I such that for all i (1 ~ i ~ n), CNt is CN;' Then Tr(CN{, ... , CN!) 
is defined as follows: 

Tr(CNf, ... ,CN~) ~f (ct, ... ,c!) 

As for all i (1 ~ i ~ n), CNt is CNl, .J is not only prim(T)-compatible 
with I, but also {CN1, ... , CNn}-compatible with I. This means, for all i 
with 1 ~ i ~ n, ct and CT actually do not differ, since the concept and 
role names occurring in C l , ... , Cn are among prim(T)U{CN1' ... , CNn}. This 
together with the two equations above yields the following: 

Tr(CN{, ... ,CN!) = (CN{, ... ,CN!) = (C{, ... ,C!) 

But this is just to say that I is a model of T. o 

To ensure the existence of least and greatest fixpoint models of a termi
nology T, the function induced by T and an arbitrary interpretation should 
be monotonically increasing (or monotone, for short). This can be achieved 
by requiring all occurrences of concept names which are defined in T to be 
positive, i.e., they must be in the scope of an even number of negations [Park, 
1970, Theorem 3.2]. This restriction is usually called syntactic monotonicity. 

Definition 14. A terminology T is syntactically monotone iff all occur
rences of concept names which are defined in T are positive, i.e., they are 
in the scope of an even number of negations. Clearly, pT and vT are defined 
to be syntactically monotone iff T is syntactically monotone. A complex 
fixpoint terminology r is syntactically monotone iff all the least and greatest 
fixpoint terminologies of r are syntactically monotone. 

Theorem 3.2 of [Park, 1970] proves that for each syntactically monotone 
terminology T and for each interpretation I, the function induced by T and 
I is monotone. Apart from the syntactic monotonicity, T is only restricted 
to be equivalent to some first-order formula. It is folklore that this is the 
case for all terminologies of ACe. 
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Lemma 1. Assume I is some syntactically monotone terminology of ACC 
comprising exactly n concept introductions and assume I = (~I, .I) is an 
arbitrary interpretation. Then the function Tr : (2d

L)n -+ (2dLt induced by 
I and I is monotone. That is to say, if Tr( xL ... , X~) is (~i , ... , y~), for 
i = 1 and i = 2, and if each Xl (1 ::; j ::; n) is a subset of XJ, then each y k

1 

(1 ::; k ::; n) is a subset ofyr 

According to the well-known Knaster-Tarski theorem, monotone func
tions always have least and greatest fixpoints [Tarski, 1955]. The Knaster
Tarski theorem also states that the least and greatest fixpoints of any mono
tone function f are unique and the least fixpoint of f is nothing but the 
intersection of all its fixpoints, whereas its greatest fixpoint of f the union of 
all its fixpoints [Tarski, 1955]. This theorem can be applied to the function 
Tr induced by an arbitrary syntactically monotone terminology I of ACC 
and an arbitrary interpretation I because the previous lemma ensures that 
Tr is monotone. According to Proposition 1 the result can be carried over to 
the corresponding least and greatest fixpoint models of I: 

Proposition 2. Suppose I is some syntactically monotone terminology of 
ACC. Then both j.ll and VI have models. Moreover, I = (~I, .I) is a model 
of pI (resp ., of VI) iff for all CN being defined in I, CNI is the intersection 
(resp., union) of all CN.7, where . .7 ranges over all models (~I, . .7) of I 
which are prim(/)-compatible with I. 

Recall that a syntactically monotone complex fixpoint terminology r of ACC 
consists of a finite set of syntactically monotone least and greatest fixpoint 
terminologies of ACC which do not have any defined ' concept in common. 
According to the last proposition, we already know that each element of r 
does have a model. As an interpretation I is a model of r iff it is a model of 
each element of r, and as the elements of r do not have any defined concept 
in common, r must have a model as well. This proves the following corollary: 

Corollary 1. Each syntactically monotone complex fixpoint terminology of 
ACC has a model. 

4 The Terminological Logic A.ce J-L 

So far, we dealt with least and greatest fixpoints on the metalevel rather than 
on the concept level. In what follows, we shall introduce an extension of ACC, 
called ACCj.l, which allows to represent least as well as greatest fixpoints 
explicitly by concepts of the form j.lCN.I and vCN.I. In both expressions 
I stands for an arbitrary syntactically monotone terminology of ACCj.l. That 
is to say, I may involve not only concepts of ACC but also least and greatest 
fixpoint operators. The meaning of these least and greatest fixpoint operators 
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is as follows: If I is of the form {CNi == Ci : 1 ~ i ~ n}, then (pCNj . If and 
(vCNj./)I represent the jth component of the least and greatest fixpoint of 
the function induced by I and I. However, this is only the case if CNj is 
actually defined in I. If CNj is not defined in I, then pCNj . I is equivalent 
to ..L, whereas vCN.I is equivalent to T. We consider this extension of A.cC 
because of two reasons. First of all, it is a natural extension to cope with 
least and greatest fixpoints explicitly and it is therefore a unifying framework 
for all three kinds of fixpoint semantics. Second, as a notational variant of 
the so-called propositional p-calculus, A.cCp itself as well as a syntactically 
restricted version of it are well-understood in terms of their expressive power 
and computational complexity. Last but not least, the syntactically restricted 
version of A.cCp will turn out to be a suitable framework for analyzing 
the subsumption with respect to syntactically monotone complex fixpoint 
terminologies of A.cC. 

Definition 15. The concepts of ACeI' are inductively defined as follows: 

1. Each concept name, ..L and T is a concept of A.cCp. 

2. If C and D are concepts of A.cCp and if RN is a role name, then CnD, 
CUD, -,C, V RN:C and ~RN:C are all concepts of A.cCp. 

3. If CN is a concept name and if I is some syntactically monotone termi
nology of A.cCp, then both j1.GN.I and vCN.I are concepts of A.cCp. 

4. These are all concepts of A.cCp. 

Concepts of A.cCp which are of the form pCN.I or //CN.I are called least 
and greatest fixpoint operators respectively. 

It should be stressed again that the concept introductions of I can be com
posed of arbitrary concepts of A.cCp, including least and greatest fixpoint 
operators, so that A.cCp allows for arbitrarily nested least and greatest fix
point operators. 

We next extent the notion of an interpretation (~.r, .I) to cope with 
least and greatest fixpoint operators. We do so by additionally requiring that 
(llcN./f is the intersection and (vCN./)I is the union of all CN:1, where.:1 
ranges over all models (/:::J, .:1) of I which are prim(/)-compatible with I. 
According to Proposition 2, this amounts to requiring that pCNj .1 denotes 
the jth component of the least fixpoint of the function induced by I and 
I, provided that I is of the form {CNi == Ci : 1 ~ i ~ n} and 1 ~ j ~ n. 
Similarly, //CNj.1 denotes the jth component of the greatest fixpoint of the 
function 7i:. 

In [Schild, 1991], we have shown that A.cC is nothing but a notational 
variant of the proposition.al multi-modal logic K(m). The main observation 
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is that the elements of the domain of an interpretation can be thought of as 
worlds or states rather than objects. Consequently, concept names can be 
viewed as propositional variables denoting the set of worlds in which they 
hold, and T, 1.., n, U and -, naturally correspond to the logical connec
tives true, false, 1\, V and to -, respectively. But then, V RN: and 3RN: 
become RN-indexed modalities of necessity [RN] and of possibility (RN). 
This explains why A£C is a notational variant of the propositional multi
modal logic K(m). For details, the reader is referred to [Schild, 1991]. The 
propositional p-calculus with multiple jixpoints , which has been proposed 
by Pratt [1981], Kozen [1983], and by Vardi and Wolper [1984], extends 
K(m) by least and greatest fixpoint operators directly corresponding to those 
of A£Cp. The only difference is that pCNj.T and l/CNj.T are written as 
pCNj(CN1, ... ,CNn):(C1,,,,,Cn) and as vCNj(CN1, ... ,CNn):(Cl, ... ,Cn) ifT 
is of the form {CNi == Ci : 1 S; i S; n}. 

Correspondence Theorem 1. A£C,l is a notational variant of the propo
sitional ",-calculus with multiple jixpoints. 

Because of this correspondence, we may assume henceforth that all results 
shown for the propositional p-calculus and its variants are also shown for 
ACCp and the corresponding variants. 

The reader may have wondered why there is only an indication of the least 
fixpoint operator in the name 'A£Cp' although it extends A£C not only by 
least, but also by greatest fixpoint operators. The reason for this is that we 
can eliminate greatest fixpoint operators in favor of least fixpoint operators 
and vice versa. For instance, the least fixpoint operator pA. {A == C U 3R:A} 
is equivalent to -'l/A.{A == -,(C U 3R:-,A)}. Notice that the terminology 
{A == -,(CU3R:-,A)} is syntactically monotone since A occurs only positively 
in this terminology. I~ fact, Park [1970] showed that this can be generalized 
as follows: Suppose Ci is obtained from Ci by replacing all occurrences of 
concept names defined in T with their negation. According to Theorem 2.3 
of [Park, 1970], it then holds that: 

~ -'pCN. T == vCN. {CNi == -,Ci : CNi == Ci E T} 

~ -'l/CN.T == pCN.{CNi == -'Ci : CNi == Ci E T} 
(6) 

As -,Ci adds exactly two negations to the scope of all occul!..ence of concept 
names which are defined in T, the terminology {CNi == -,Ci : CNi == Ci E 

T} is clearly syntactically monotone iff T is syntactically monotone. These 
equivalences are crucial to obtain the negation normal form of concepts of 
A£Cp. As usual, the negation normal form of a concept is an equivalent 
concept in which no compound concept is negated. For concepts of A£C, it 
can be obtained by exploiting de Morgan's laws as well as the e<luivalences 
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F -NR:C ...:. 3R:-,C and F -,3R:C == VR:-,C. In case of ACCIl, however, we 
have to exploit additionally the two equivalences above (6). 

Definition 16. The function nf maps concepts of ACCIl to concepts of 
ACCIl and is inductively defined as follows: 

1. If C = Cl n C2 , then nf(C) is nf(Cd n nf(C2 ). 

2. If C = C l U C2 , then nf(C) is nf(Cd U nf(C2 ) . 

3. If C = V R:D, then nf(C) is V R:nf(D). 

4. If C = 3R:D, then nf(C) is 3R:nf(D). 

5. If C = IlCN.I, then nf(C) is IlCN.{CNi == nf(Ci) : CNi ...:.. Ci E I}. 

6. If C = vCN.I, then nf(C) is vCN.{CNi == nf(Ci) : CNi == Ci E I} . 

. 7. If C = -,(Cl n C2 ), then nf(C) is nf(-,Cd U nf(-,C2 ). 

8. If C = -,(Cl U C2 ), then nf(C) is nf(-,Ct) n nf(-,C2 ). 

9. If C = -'VR:D, then nf(C) is 3R:nf(-'D). 

10. If C = -,3R:D, then nf(C) is VR:nf(-,D) . 

11 . Ife = -'IlCN.I, then nf(C) is vCN.{CNi == nf(-,Ci) : CNi == Ci E I}. 

12. If C = -,vCN.I, then nf( C) is IlCN.{ CNi == nf( -,Ci) : CNi == Ci E I}. 

13. Otherwise nf(C) is C. 

As above Ci is obtained from Ci by replacing all occurrences of concept 
names which are defined in I with their negations. We call nf( C) to be the 
negation normal form of C. 

Lemma 2. Every concept of ACC Il is equivalent to its negation normal form. 

Its worth mentioning that the meaning of the concepts IlCN. I and vCN. I 
is preserved by renaming each concept name which is defined in I, so that 
the concept names which are defined in I behave in IlCN.I and in vCN.I 
like quantified variables. The "following lemma due to Kozen [1983, Proposi
tion 5.7(i)1 is devoted to this renaming. 
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Lemma3. Assume T is an arbitrary terminology in which CNi is defined 
but which does not contain an occurrence of the concept name Ai. Suppose, 
moreover, (pCNj .T)cN;/Ai and (vCNj .T)cNi/Ai are obtained from pCNj.T 
and from vCNj.T by replacing each occurrence of CNi with Ai . Then the 
following equivalences hold, even if i and j are not distinct: 

F pCNj.T == (pCNj.T) CN;/Ai 

F vCNj.T == (vCNj.T)cNi/Ai 

Although coherence in full ACCp is known to be elementarily decidable 
[Streett and Emerson, 1984, Streett and Emerson, 1989], only many-fold ex
ponential upper bounds are known. To gain an one exponential time upper 
bound, the interaction of nested alternating least and greatest fixpoints must 
be limited [Vardi and Wolper, 1984]. Loosely speaking, the definition of 
restrictedness below requires that nested alternating least and greatest fix
points may not interact via a defined concept. However, restricted concepts 
of ACCp will suffice to represent syntactically monotone complex fixpoint 
terminology. 

Definition 17. A concept C of ACCp is called restricted iff its negation 
normal form does not contain any least fixpoint operator ItCN.T which in
volves some greatest fixpoint operator in which a concept defined in T occurs 
and, moreover, its negation normal form does not contain any greatest fix
point operator vCN.T which involves some least fixpoint operator in which a 
concept defined in T occurs. We denote with ACCIL- the set of all restricted 
concepts of ACCp. 

Consider, for instance, the concept pA.{A == VR:vB.{B == An VS:B}}. 
First of all, it is already in negation normal form. Second, it comprises a 
greatest fixpoint operator, viz. vB.{B == An VS:B}, which is nested in a 
least fixpoint operator of the form pA.T. As there is an occurrence of A 
in the greatest fixpoint operator vB.{B == An VS:B}, the concept above is 
not restricted and is therefore no concept of ACCp-. Observe, however, that 
pA.{A == V R:pB.{B == An VS:B}} is restricted. 

In view of the fact that many p-calculi considered in the literature does 
not allow for mutual fixpoints, we should clarify the actual role of multiple 
fixpoints. By mutual fixpoints, we mean least or greatest fixpoint operators 
applied to terminologies comprising more than one concept introduction. 
It turns out that we can eliminate mutual fixpoints in favor of nested ones. 
Consider, for instance, the mutual fixpoint vA.{A == V R:B, B == VS:(AnBn. 
This concept is in fact equivalent to vA.{A == V R:vB.{B ...:.. VS:(A n Bn}, 
which obviously does not contain any mutual fixpoint. Now, take the general 
case, viz. vCNj.T with T being {CNi == Ci : 1 ~ i ~ n}. As a rule, we 
may eliminate each concept introduction CNI == CI of T with l ::j:. j if all 
occurrences of CNI are simultaneously replaced with vCNI.{CNI ~ CI}. 
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Proposition 3. Assume I is a syntactically monotone terminology of A:CCp 
which is of the form {CNi == Ci : 1 ~ i ~ n}. Assume without loss of 
generality that there is no occurrence of the form pCN.I' or vCN.I' in 
C1 , ••• , Cn if CN is defined in I. Finally, assume Gj and Gj are obtained from 
Cj by simultaneously replacing each occurrence ofCNI with pCNI.{CNI == CI} 
and with vCNI. {CNI == CI} respectively. If j =I- l, then pCNj . I is equivalent 

to pCNj.{CNj == Gj } and vCNj.1 is equivalent to vCNj .{CNj == Gj }. 

A proof of this proposition is given by, e.g., De Bakker [1980, Theorem 5.14.el . 
Of course, a finite number of applications of Proposition 3 eliminates all 
mutual fixpoints. Remarkably, this works also for concepts of A£Cp- as this 
language restricts only the interaction of nested alternating least and greatest 
fixpoints operators which are not used in Proposition 3. 

Corollary 2. Every concept of A£Cp is equivalent to a concept of A£Cp 
which involves solely terminologies which contain at most one concept intro
duction. The corresponding statement holds for A£Cp- as well. 

Unfortunately, the size of equivalent concept is not always bounded polyno
mially in the size' of the original concept. 

5 Representing Syntactically Monotone Fix
point Terminologies of A£C as Terminolo
gies of A£Cj-L-

As Proposition 2 suggests, there is an intimate relationship between syntac
tically monotone least and greatest fixpoint terminologies on the one hand 
and least and greatest fixpoint operators of A£Cp on the other hand. The 
least fixpoint terminology p{ CN == C}, for instance, has exactly the same 
models as the concept introduction CN == pA.{A == CCN/A} if A is a concept 
name not occurring in C. As usual, CCN/A is obtained from C by replac
ing all occurrences of CN with A. Note, however, the concept names which 
are defined in I behave in pA.I and in vA.I like quantified variables in 
that they have local meaning, whereas those defined in fixpoint terminologies 
have global meaning. This is due to the fact that according to Lemma 3, 
the meaning of the concepts pA.I and vA.I is in fact preserved by renam
ing each concept name which is defined in I. In contrast to this, renaming 
a concept which is defined in I does change the meaning of the least and 
the greatest fixpoint terminology PI and VI. Therefore, for each concept 
introduction CNi == Ci of the least fixpoint terminology PI, a concept in
troduction CNi == pA;.ICN;fA; is needed. In this way, every model I of these 
concept introductions forces each CNi which is defined in I to be the ith 
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Lemma3. Assume T is an arbitrary terminology in which CNi is defined 
but which does not contain an occurrence of the concept name Ai. Suppose, 
moreover, (J-lCNj.T)cN;/A; and (vCNj.I)cN;/A; are obtained from J-lCNj.1 
and from vCNj.1 by replacing each occurrence of CNi with Ai. Then the 
following equivalences hold, even if i and j are not distinct: 

F= J-lCNj.1 == (J-lCNj.I)cN;/A; 
F= vCNj.1 == (vCNj./) cN;/A; 

Although coherence in full ACCJ-l is known to be elementarily decidable 
[Streett and Emerson, 1984, Streett and Emerson, 1989], only many-fold ex
ponential upper bounds are known. To gain an one exponential time upper 
bound, the interaction of nested alternating least and greatest fixpoints must 
be limited [Vardi and Wolper, 1984]. Loosely speaking, the definition of 
restrictedness below requires that nested alternating least and greatest fix
points may not interact via a defined concept. However, restricted concepts 
of A.cCJ-l will suffice to represent syntactically monotone complex fixpoint 
terminology. 

Definition 17. A concept C of A.cCJ-l is called restricted iff its negation 
normal form does not contain any least fixpoint operator ",CN.I which in
volves some greatest fixpoint operator in which a concept defined in T occurs 
and, moreover, its negation normal form does not contain any greatest fix
point operator vCN.I which involves some least fixpoint operator in which a 
concept defined in I occurs. We denote with .ACCI-'- the set of all restricted 
concepts of A.cCJ-l. 

Consider, for instance, the concept J-lA .{A == VR:vB .{B == An VS:B}} . 
First of all, it is already in negation normal form. Second, it comprises a 
greatest fixpoint operator, viz . vB.{B == An VS:B}, which is nested in a 
least fixpoint operator of the form J-lA.I. As there is an occurrence of A 
in the greatest fixpoint operator vB.{B == An VS:B}, the concept above is 
not restricted and is therefore no concept of ACCJ-l-. Observe, however, that 
J-lA.{A == VR:J-lB.{B == AnVS:B}} is restricted. 

In view of the fact that many J-l-calculi considered in the literature does 
not allow for mutual fixpoints, we should clarify the actual role of multiple 
fixpoints. By mutual fixpoints, we mean least or greatest fixpoint operators 
applied to terminologies comprising more than one concept introduction. 
It turns out that we can eliminate mutual fixpoints in favor of nested ones. 
Consider, for instance, the mutual fixpoint vA.{A == V R:B, B == VS:(AnBn. 
This concept is in fact equivalent to vA.{A == V R:vB.{B == VS:(A n Bn}, 
which obviously does not contain any mutual fixpoint. Now, take the general 
case, viz. vCNj.1 with I being {CNi == Ci : 1 ::; i ::; n}. As a rule, we 
may eliminate each concept introduction CNI • CI of I with l =I j if all 
occurrences of CNI are simultaneously replaced with vCNI.{CNI :::;, CI}. 
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Proposition 3. Assume T is a syntactically monotone terminology of A:CCj.l 
which is of the form {CNi ....:.. Ci : 1 ~ i ~ n}. Assume without loss of 
generality that there is no occurrence of the form j.lCN.T' or vCN.T' in 
Cl , ... , Cn if CN is defined in T. Finally, assume Gj and Gj are obtained from 
Cj by simultaneously replacing each occurrence ofCNI with j.lCNI.{CNI == CI} 
and with vCNI.{CNI == CI} respectively. If j -=f. i, then j.lCNj .T is equivalent 

to j.lCNj.{CNj == Gj } and vCNj.T is equivalent to vCNj.{CNj == Gj }. 

A proof of this proposition is given by, e.g., De Bakker [1980, Theorem 5.14.e]. 
Of course, a finite number of applications of Proposition 3 eliminates all 
mutual fixpoints. Remarkably, this works also for concepts of A£Cj.l- as this 
language restricts only the interaction of nested alternating least and greatest 
fixpoints operators which are not used in Proposition 3. 

Corollary 2. Every concept of A£Cj.l is equivalent to a concept of A£Cj.l 
which involves solely terminologies which contain at most one concept intro
duction. The corresponding statement holds for A£Cj.l- as well. 

Unfortunately, the size of equivalent concept is not always bounded polyno
mially in the size' of the original concept. 

5 Representing Syntactically Monotone Fix
point Terminologies of A.cC as Terminolo
gies of A.cCj-t-

As Proposition 2 suggests, there is an intimate relationship between syntac
tically monotone least and greatest fixpoint terminologies on the one hand 
and least and greatest fixpoint operators of A£Cj.l on the other hand. The 
least fixpoint terminology j.l{ CN == C}, for instance, has exactly the same 
models as the concept introduction CN == j.lA.{A == CCN/A} if A is a concept 
name not occurring in C. As usual, CCN/A is obtained from C by replac
ing all occurrences of CN with A. Note, however, the concept names which 
are defined in T behave in j.lA.T and in vA.T like quantified variables in 
that they have local meaning, whereas those defined in fixpoint terminologies 
have global meaning. This is due to the fact that according to Lemma 3, 
the meaning of the concepts j.lA.T and vA.T is in fact preserved by renam
ing each concept name which is defined in T. In contrast to this, renaming 
a concept which is defined in T does change the meaning of the least and 
the greatest fixpoint terminology j.lT and vT. Therefore, for each concept 
introduction CNi == Ci of the least fixpoint terminology j.lT, a concept in
troduction CNi == j.lAi.TcN;fA. is needed. In this way, every model I of these 
concept introductions forces each CNi which is defined in T to be the ith 
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component of the function induced by I and I, so that I is in fact a model 
of JlI. 

Proposition 4. Assume I is some syntactically monotone terminology of 
ACC which is of the form {CNi == Ci : 1 ~ i ~ n} and which does not 
contain any of the pairwise distinct concept names AI, .. . , An. Assume fur
thermore that IA is obtained from I by rep/acing for all i with 1 < t < n 
each occurrence of CNi with A;. It then holds that 

1. JlI has the same models as {eNi == JlA;. IA : 1 ~ i ~ n} and 

2. VI ha.s the same models as {eNi == vA;.7A : 1 ~ i ~ n} . 

This proposition describes how to represent least and greatest fixpoint ter
minologies of ACC as terminologies of ACCJl. It should be remarked that we 
could have taken also JlCNi.1 and vCNi.1 instead of JlA;.7A and VA;.IA be
cause according to Lemma 3 they are equivalent . However, we have taken the 
terminologies {CNi == JlA;.IA : 1 ~ i ~ n} and {eNi == VA;.IA : 1 ~ i ~ n} 
because they are acyclic. Let us take a closer look at these terminologies. 
7A is clearly a terminology of ACC since I is assumed to be a terminology 
of ACC. Therefore, both pAi. 7A and // Ai. 7A are restricted because they do 
not contain any nested fixpoint operator. This means, the last proposition 
can be interpreted as stating that every syntactically monotone least and 
greatest fixpoint terminology can be represented as an acyclic terminology of 
ACCJl-. The following theorem states that syntactically monotone complex 
fixpoint terminologies of ACe can be represented in this way as well. 

Representation Theorem 1. There is a function 7r which maps an arbi
trary syntactically monotone complex jixpoint terminology r of ACC to some 
acyclic terminology 7r(r) of ACCJl- such that rand 7r(r) have exactly the 
same models. Additionally, 7r is computable in polynomial time and the size 
of 7r(r) is linearly' bounded in the size of r. 

By size, we mean the length when considered as a string over lV, n, U, -', 
V, 3, Jl and I/o 

Proof. Assume I and IA are given as in Proposition 4. According to Propo
sition 4, we already know that rU{Jl/} and rU{CNi == JlA;.7A : 1 ~ i ~ n} 
do have the same models and that the analogous statement holds for VI as 
well. As IA is a terminology of ACC, it does not contain any least or great
est fixpoint operator, so that the concepts JlA;.7A and vAi.7A are always 
restricted. Eliminating one least or greatest fixpoint terminology in this way 
is clearly computable in polynomial time and the size of the resulting set 
is linearly bounded in the size of the original one', so that induction on the 
number of least and greatest fixpoint terminologies proves the as~ertion. 0 
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6 Expressive Power 

In this section, we shall see that the concepts definable by syntactically 
monotone complex fixpoint terminologies of A£C are are exactly the con
cepts equivalent to those of A£C,c. This holds even if the complex fixpoint 
terminologies are restricted to contain solely least (resp., greatest) fixpoint 
terminologies. We then give a strict lower bound of the expressive power 
of A£CIl- and of full A£CIl in terms of A£C augmented by regular and 
w-regular role expressions. Of course, before engaging into details,we have 
to clarify what we mean by expressive power and definability. 

Definition 18. Suppose £ and £' are two sets of concepts. Then £ is at 
least as strong in expressive power as £', C' < C for short , iff for each 
concept in £' there is an equivalent one in £, and £ is strictly stronger 
in expressive power than £' iff £' :::; £ but it is not the case that £ :::; 
£'. Furthermore, a concept C is definable by a set of complex fixpoint 
terminologies of £ iff there is an element r of the set and there is a concept 
name CN which is defined in r such that r F CN :::::. C. 

That is to say, £ is at least as strong in expressive power as £' just in case 
that for each concept in £' there is a concept in £ which has exactly the 
same meaning, though the two concepts may differ in their syntax. If ad
ditionally there is a concept in £ which is not equivalent to any concept of 
£', £ is ~aid to be strictly stronger in expressive power than £' . For exam
ple, it can be shown that A£C augmented by the reflexive-transitive closure 
of roles is strictly stronger in expressive power than A£C. The definition 
of definability of concepts takes into account the fact that the definitional 
power of terminologies consists in their defined concept names. The con
cept 3RN*:C, for instance, is definable by syntactically monotone complex 
fixpoint terminologies of A£C since Il{A == C U 3RN:A} F A == 3RN*:C. 

Expressiveness Theorem 1. The concepts definable by syntactically mono
tone complex fixpoint terminologies of A£C are exactly the concepts equiva
lent to those of A£CIl- . 

Proof. First, we show that each concept C of A£CIl- is definable by syn
tactically monotone complex terminologies of A£C. According to Lemma 2, 
we may assume that C is in negation normal form and, additionally, ac
cording to Lemma 3, we may assume that there are no two occurrences of 
terminologies T and T' in C which have at least one defined concept in 
common. Now, although C is restricted, C may contain nested fixpoint op
erators whose interaction is not limited. It may contain, for instance, an 
occurrence of IlA.{A ..:..... V R:IlB.{B ..:..... An VS:B}}. In such a case, Proposi
tion 3 has to be applied. Proposition 3 states that this concept is equivalent 
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component of the function induced by I and I, so that I is in fact a model 
of J-ll. 

Proposition 4. Assume I is some syntactically monotone terminology of 
ACC which is of the form {CNi == Ci : 1 ~ i ~ n} and which does not 
contain any of the pairwise distinct concept names Ai, ... , An. Assume fur
thermore that 'T.4 is obtained from I by replacing for all i with 1 < l ~ n 

each occurrence of CNi with Ai. It then holds that 

1. J-ll has the same models as {CNi == J-lA. IA : 1 ~ i ~ n} and 

2. VI has the same models as {CNi == vA.'T.4 : 1 ~ i ~ n}. 

This proposition describes how to represent least and greatest fixpoint ter
minologies of ACC as terminologies of ACCJ-l. It should be remarked that we 
could have taken also J-lCNi.1 and vCNi .1 instead of J-lA.'T.4 and VA .IA be
cause according to Lemma 3 they are equivalent . However, we have taken the 
terminologies {CNi == J-lA.IA : 1 ~ i ~ n} and {CNi == vAi.IA : 1 ~ i ~ n} 
because they are acyclic. Let us take a closer look at these terminologies. 
'T.4 is clearly a terminology of ACC since I is assumed to be a terminology 
of ACC. Therefore, both pA. 'T.4 and // Ai . IA are restricted because they do 
not contain any nested fixpoint operator. This means, the last proposition 
can be interpreted as stating that every syntactically monotone least and 
greatest fixpoint terminology can be represented as an acyclic terminology of 
ACCp-. The following theorem states that syntactically monotone complex 
fixpoint terminologies of ACC can be represented in this way as well. 

Representation Theorem 1. There is a function 1T which maps an arbi
trary syntactically monotone complex jixpoint terminology r of ACC to some 
acyclic terminology 1T(r) of ACCJ-l- such that rand 1T(r) have exactly the 
same models. Additionally, 1T is computable in polynomial time and the size 
of1T(r) is linearly' bounded in the size ofr. 

By size, we mean the length when considered as a string over N, n, U, --', 
V, 3, J-l and v . 

Proof. Assume I and IA are given as in Proposition 4. According to Propo
sition 4, we already know that rU{J-lI} and rU{CNi == J-lAi.'T.4 : 1 ~ i ~ n} 
do have the same models and that the analogous statement holds for VI as 
well. As IA is a terminology of ACC, it does not contain any least or great
est fixpoint operator, so that the concepts J-lA.'T.4 and VAi .'T.4 are always 
restricted. Eliminating one least or greatest fixpoint terminology in this way 
is clearly computable in polynomial time and the size of the resulting set 
is linearly bounded in the size of the original one', so that induction on the 
number of least and greatest fixpoint terminologies proves the as~ertion. 0 
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6 Expressive Power 

In this section, we shall see that the concepts definable by syntactically 
monotone complex fixpoint terminologies of A£C are are exactly the con
cepts equivalent to those of A£CJ-l-. This holds even if the complex fixpoint 
terminologies are restricted to contain solely least (resp., greatest) fixpoint 
terminologies. We then give a strict lower bound of the expressive power 
of A£CJ-l- and of full A£CJ-l in terms of A£C augmented by regular and 
w-regular role expressions. Of course, before engaging into details,we have 
to clarify what we mean by expressive power and definability. 

Definition 18. Suppose £ and C are two sets of concepts. Then £ is at 
least as strong in expressive power as £', C < C for short, iff for each 
concept in C there is an equivalent one in £, and £ is strictly stronger 
in expressive power than £' iff £' :::; £ but it is not the case that £ :::; 
£'. Furthermore, a concept C is definable by a set of complex fixpoint 
terminologies of £ iff there is an element r of the set and there is a concept 
name CN which is defined in r such that r f= CN == C. 

That is to say, £ is at least as strong in expressive power as C just in case 
that for each concept in C there is a concept in £ which has exactly the 
same meaning, though the two concepts may differ in their syntax. If ad
ditionally there is a concept in £ which is not equivalent to any concept of 
£', £ is ~aid to be strictly stronger in expressive power than C. For exam
ple, it can be shown that A£C augmented by the reflexive-transitive closure 
of roles is strictly stronger in expressive power than A£C. The definition 
of definability of concepts takes into account the fact that the definitional 
power of terminologies consists in their defined concept names. The con
cept 3RN*:C, for instance, is definable by syntactically monotone complex 
fixpoint terminologies of A£C since J-l{A == C U 3RN:A} f= A == 3RN*:C. 

Expressiveness Theorem 1. The concepts definable by syntactically mono
tone complex fixpoint terminologies of ACC are exactly the concepts equiva
lent to those of ACCJ-l- . 

Proof. First, we show that each concept C of A£CJ-l- is definable by syn
tactically monotone complex terminologies of ACC. According to Lemma 2, 
we may assume that C is iIi negation normal form and, additionally, ac
cording to Lemma 3, we may assume that there are no two occurrences of 
terminologies I and I' in C which have at least one defined concept in 
common. Now, although C is restricted, C may contain nested fixpoint op
erators whose interaction is not limited. It may contain, for instance, an 
occurrence of J-lA.{A ..:... V R:J-lB.{B == An VS:B}}. In such a case, Proposi
tion 3 has to be applied. Proposition 3 states that this concept is equivalent 
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to pA.{A :: VR:B, B :: An VS:B}. That means, we may even assume that 
there is no occurrence of pCN.T or vCN.T in C such that T contains a least 
or greatest fixpoint operator in which some concept defined in T occurs. 
Now, take an occurrence of a the form pCNi.T or vCNi.T in C such that 
T contains only concepts of ACC. The concept name CNi can be assumed 
to be defined in T since otherwise pCNi . T and vCNi . T would be equivalent 
to J.. and T respectively. We consider only the case pCNi . T since the other 
one can be shown in the very analogous way. Proposition 4 tells us that 
pT F= CNi :: pA.TA' where TA is defined exactly as in Proposition 4. Re
call that each concept name which is defined in TA can be renamed without 
changing the meaning of pA.TA. Therefore, pA.IA is in fact equivalent to 
pCNi.T, so that pT F= CNi :: I.lCNi.T. According to the previously made 
assumptions pCNi.T does not contain any concept name which is 'bounded' 
by some other least and greatest fixpoint operator in C. That is, ,lCNi . T 
contains no concept name such that there is an other occurrence of the form 
pCN'.T' or vCN' .T' in C such that CNi is defined in T'. This ensures that 
pT F= CIlCN; oT/CN; :: C if CIlCN; oT/CN; is obtained from C by simultaneously 
replacing all occurrences of pCNi .T with CNi. Clearly, CIlCN; oT/CN; com
prises n - 1 occurrences of least fixpoint operators if C has n occurrences. 
Induction on n then shows there is syntactically monotone complex fixpoint 
terminology r of ACC such that r F= D :: C, where D is some concept of 
ACC. This clearly holds iff r U {p{A :: D}} F= A :: C, provided A is a fresh 
concept name not occurring in C, D and r. The obvious fact that {A:: D} 
is syntactically monotone immediately shows C to be in fact definable by 
syntactically monotone complex fixpoint terminologies of ACC. 

It remains to prove that if C is not definable by any syntactically mono
tone complex fixpoint terminology of ACC, then C is not equivalent to any 
concept of ACCp-. The proof proceeds by reductio ad absurdum, i.e., assert
ing the contrary will be shown to yield a contradiction. So, suppose there is 
a syntactically monotone complex fixpoint terminology r of ACC and there 
exists some concept C not equivalent to any concept of ACCp- such that 
r F= CN :: C. According to Representation Theorem 1 there is an acyclic 
terminology T of ACCp- such that T F= CN :: C. As T is an acyclic ter
minology, we can abstract from it in the usual way. This can be achieved 
by replacing CN with D if CN :: D E T and then repeatedly replacing in 
D each CN' such that CN' :: D' E T with D' [Nebel, 1990, Chapter 3.2.5]. 
That means, there is a concept C' of ACCp- which is equivalent to C. How
ever, this contradicts the assumption that C is not equivalent to any concept 
of ACCp- . 0 

The equivalences (6) imply together with Proposition 4 that for every 
syntactically monotone complex fixpoint terminology of ACC there is one 
which contains solely least (resp., greatest) fixpoint terminologies . . To see this 
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consider an arbitrary syntactically monotone complex fixpoint terminology 
r of ACC which contains liT. Assume T is of the form {CNi == Ci : 1 ~ i ~ 
n} and assume it does not contain the concept names AI, ... , An which are 
pairwise distinct. Assume, moreover, T4 is obtained from T by replacing for 
every i with 1 ~ i ~ n, each occurrence occurrence of CNi with A. Then liT 
does have the same models as the following complex fixpoint terminology of 
ACC: 

p{A; ~ -.D; : A; ~ D; E'TA} U p{CN; ~ -.A; : 1 :::; i :::; n} 

As above D. is obtained from Di by replacing for every i (1 ~ i ~ n) each 
occurrence of Ai with -.Ai . It should be clear that this complex fixpoint 
terminology is syntactically monotone since so is T. This proves that each 
greatest fixpoint terminology of r can be replaced with two least fixpoint 
terminologies without changing the models of r . Of course, all least fixpoint 
terminologies of r can be replaced with two greatest fixpoint terminologies 
similarly. This proves the following theorem: 

Expressiveness Theorem 2. The concepts definable by syntactically mono
tone complex fixppint terminologies of ACC are exactly the concepts definable 
by syntactically monotone complex fixpoint terminologies of ACC which con
tain solely least (resp. , greatest) fixpoint terminologies. 

Now, recall that Corollary 2 states that each concept of ACCjl is equiva
lent to one which involves solely terminologies comprising at most one con
cept introduction and that this holds also for restricted concepts. The next 
theorem is just an immediate consequence of this corollary: 

Expressiveness Theorem 3. ACCjl involving solely terminologies compris
ing at most one concept introduction is at least as strong in expressive power 
as ACCjl. This holds for ACCjl- as well. 

We next compare both ACCjl- and full ACCjl with the regular and w
regular extension of ACC in their expressive power. For the regular exten
sion of ACC see [Baader, 1991] or [Schild, 1991]. It additionally comprises 
the reflexive-transitive closure R* of a role, the composition R 0 S and union 
R U S of two roles, the identity role id, as well as the role RIC restricting 
the range of a role to a concept. The w-regular extension of ACC extends 
its regular extension by the additional concept 3R" which stipulates the ex
istence of an infinite chain of the role R. It is worth mentioning that this 
language sometimes can be used to clarify the actual meaning of fixpoint 
terminologies. For instance, Streett [1985, page 364] mentioned the following 
equivalences: 

F jlA.{A == C n VR:A} - (VR*:C) n -.3Rw 

F //A.{A == C U 3R:A} - (3R*:C) U 3Rw 
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As usual, A has to be some concept name not appearing in C. Accord
ing to Proposition 4, both equivalences can be carried over directly to the 
corresponding fixpoint terminologies: 

Il{A == C n VR:A} F A - (VR*:C) n --,3~ 
v{A == C U 3R:A} FA-=- (3R*:C) U 3~ 

This shows that some concepts of the w-regular extension of A.cC are defin
able by syntactically monotone complex fixpoint terminologies of A.cC. The 
next theorem implies together with Expressiveness Theorem 1 that they are 
able to define all concepts of the regular extension of A.cC and that they are 
even able to define concepts which are not equivalent to any concept of the 
regular extension of A.cC. 

Expressiveness Theorem 4. A.cC/,,- is strictly stronger in expressive pow
er than the regular extension of A.cC, while A.cCIl is strictly stronger in 
expressive power than the w-regular extension of A.cC. 

Proof. Consider the following equivalences which presuppose that A is some 
concept name not occurring in C: 

F VR:C - --,3R:--,C 

F 3R* :C - /lA.{A ~ C U 3R:A} 

F 3(R 0 S):C - 3R:3S:C 

F 3(R U S):C - (3R:C) U (3S:C)3 

F 3(RIC):D - 3R:(C n D) 

F 3id:C - C 

F 3~ - vA.{A ~ 3R:A} 

These equivalences can be used directly to prove by induction on the complex
ity of concepts of A.cCIl that A.cCIl is at least as strong in expressive power 
as the w-regular 'extension of A.cC. As A does not occur in C, all but the 
last equivalence yield restricted concepts whenever C and D are restricted. 
The last equivalence, however, may yield concepts which are not restricted. 
For instance, 3(RoS*)W is equivalent to IlA.{A ~ VR:vB.{B == AnVS:B}} 
which is not restricted. But this concerns solely the last of the above equiv
alences, so that A.cCIl- is yet at least as strong in expressive power as the 
regular extension of A.cC. Now, according to Kozen [1983, Proposition 4.1], 
vCN.{CN == 3RN:CN}, which is equivalent to 3RNw, is not equivalent 
to any concept of the regular extension of A.cC. Finally, Niwinsky proved 
vCN.{CN == 3RN1 :CN n 3RN2 :CN} to be not equivalent to any concept of 
the w-regular extension of A.cC (see [Streett, 1985, Theorem 2.7]). 0 

3If we were concerned with linear length-boundedness, we could have taken the equiv
alent concept J1A.{A == (3R :B) U (3S :B), B == C} instead. 
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7 Computational Complexity 

In what follows, we shall prove that as far as syntactically monotone termi
nologies of ACe are concerned, all three kinds of semantics essentially do 
not differ in the computational complexity of the corresponding subsump
tion relation. In fact, in each case subsumption is complete for deterministic 
exponential time and, moreover, there is a constant c> 0 such that in none 
of the cases it is computable in deterministic time 2cn

. It should be stressed 
that the lower exponential time bound actually improves the exponential 
time hardness result. This is due to that although it is known that prob
lems which are hard for exponential time are not computable in polynomial 
time, it is not known whether for each of these problems there is a constant 
c > 0 such that the problem requires more than deterministic time 2cn

. To 
be more accurate, we shall investigate the computational complexity of the 
following three problems: For an arbitrary syntactically monotone terminol
ogy I of ACe, and for an arbitrary axiom C == D of ACe decide whether 
(a) I F C == D, (b) 111 F C == D, and (c) VI F C == D. It will turn out 
that all three problems are complete for deterministic exponential time and, 
moreover, there is a constant c > 0 such that none of the problems is com
putable in deterministic time 2cn

. All these results hold even if I contains 
at most one concept introduction and C == D is a primitive concept intro
duction. In addition, we shall see that the entailment relation integrating 
all three kinds of semantics is also computable in deterministic exponential 
time. Here we mean the problem to decide whether A u r F C == D, for 
arbitrary syntactically monotone complex fixpoint terminologies r of ACe 
and for arbitrary finite sets Au {C == D} of axioms of ACe. 

Before entering into details, the reader should recall some basic notions 
of structural complexity theory. First of all, problems are usually represent
ed in complexity theory as sets. The first of the problems mentioned above 
thus will be represented by the set of all tuples (I, C == D) such that I 
ranges over all syntactically monotone terminologies of ACe and C == D 
ranges over all axioms of ACe with 'F C == D. The following fundamental 
notion of structural complexity theory states intuitively that some set S is 
at least hard as another set T: T is called polynomial time m-reducible 
to S iff there is a function 7r : T -+ S computable in polynomial time such 
that for all x, x E T iff 7r(x) E S. If there is additionally some constant 
c > 0 such that for all x, 17r.(x)I ~ clxl, then T is said to be polynomial 
time lin-reducible to S. It can easily be seen that both polynomial time 
m-reducibility and polynomial time lin-reducibility are preorders, i.e., they 
constitute a reflexive and transitive relation on sets. Given a class e, a set 
S is called hard for e iff every element of e is polynomial time m-reducible 
to S, and a set is complete for e iff it is hard for e and it is a member of 
e. For any function t with t( n) > n, we denote with DTIME( t) the class 
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of all sets accepted by deterministic Turing machines whose running time is 
bounded above by t(n), for each input of length n. Similarly, for any func
tion s with s(n) ~ 1, DSPACE(s) denotes the class of all sets accepted by 
deterministic Turing machines whose work space is bounded above by s(n). 
We define Pas Ui>O DTIME(nt DEXT as Uc>o DTIME(2cn), EXPTIME 
as Ui>O DTIME(2~) , and PSPACE as Ui>O D-SPACE(n i ). We shall make 
use the fact that EXPTIME is closed under-polynomial time m-reducibility, 
whereas DEXT is closed under polynomial time lin-reducibility. That is, 
a set is a member of EXPTIME if it is polynomial time m-reducible to 
some set in EXPTIME and a set is a member of DEXT if it is polynomi
al time lin-reducible to some set in DEXT. Note, however, that DEXT is 
not closed under polynomial time m-reducibility. After all, for each func
tion f, DTIME(J) is closed under complementation, i.e., a set is member 
of DTIME(J) iff its complement is a member of DTIME(J). This implies, 
for instance, that P = co-P and EXPTIME = co-EXPTIME and, therefore, 
any set is hard for EXPTIME iff it is hard for co-EXPTIME. According to 
the well-known linear speed-up theorem, it holds for each constant c > 0 
that DTIME(2cn) = Ud>O DTIME( d2cn ). For details the reader is referred to 
Chapter 3 of the excellent book of Balcazar et al. [1988]. 

For the complexity results to be presented, it is worth mentioning that 
P ~ PSPACE ~ EXPTIME and, moreover, P strictly included in DEXT 
which in turn is strictly included in EXPTIME. It is also known that the class 
of all sets acceptable in deterministic linear space, i.e., Uc>o DSPACE(cn) 
is included in DEXT. It is not known, though, whether whole PSPACE 
is included in DEXT or vice versa. The only fact that is known is that 
PSPACE =1= DEXT. For all these results the reader is referred to Theorem 2.8, 
Proposition 3.1, and Exercise 14 of Chapter 3.9 in [Balcazar et al., 1988]. 

7.1 Lower Bounds 

For the lower complexity bounds, we shall utilize a result due to Fischer and 
Ladner [1979]. It states roughly that accepting the set of coherent concepts 
of the regular extension of ACe is hard for EXPTIME and requires more 
than deterministic time cn/logn, for some constant c> 1, even if the concepts 
may contain solely at most one occurrence of * [Fischer and Ladner, 1979, 
Lemma 4.1 & Theorem 4.4]. Harel [1984] observed that Fischer and Ladner's 
proof also shows that this set is not acceptable in deterministic time 2cn, 
for some constant c > 0 [Harel, 1984, Theorem 2.14]. Inspection of the 
Fischer and Ladner's proof immediately reveals that the syntactic form of 
the concepts can be restricted further: 

Proposition 5. The set of all coherent concepts of the form en V RN*:D 
such that both C and D are concepts of Ace and RN is a role name, hence-
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forth denoted with FL, is hard for EXPTIME. There is moreover a constant 
c > 0 such that FL is not a member of DTIME(2cn). Both results hold even 
if C is solely composed of concept names, their negations, as well as nand, 
additionally, at least one concept name occurs in C positively. 

First of all, we give a lower bound for computing the subsumption relation 
with respect to the descriptive semantics. 

Complexity Theorem 1. The set of all (7, CN [;;;; C) such that 7 ranges 
over all syntactically monotone terminologies of A.cC and CN [;;;; C ranges 
over all concept introductions of A.cC with 7 F CN [;;;; C is hard for EXP
TIME. Moreover, there is a constant c > 0 such that this set is not a member 
ofDTIME(2cn

). Both results hold even if7 may contain at most one concept 
introduction. 

Proof. In what follows, we shall prove the following: Assume C and Dare 
arbitrary concepts which do not contain any occurrence of the concept name 
A. It then holds that: 

F C n VRN*:D == 1.. iff A [;;;; D n VRN:A F A [;;;; -,C (7) 

This proves the complement of FL and the following set to be polynomial 
time Lin-reducible to each other: The set of all ({A [;;;; DnVRN:A}, A [;;;; -,C) 
such that C and D range over all concepts of A.cC which do not contain any 
occurrence of A such that A [;;;; D n V RN:A F A [;;;; -,C. As FL is hard for 
EXPTIME, the the latter set is hard for EXPTIME as well. Now, if this 
set were a member of nc>o DTIME(2cn), the complement of FL and thus 
FL itself would be elements of nc>o DTIME(2cn). This would contradict, 
however, Proposition 5 which states that for some constant c> 0, FL is not 
a member of DTIME(2cn). 

We shall prOve both directions of (7) by contraposition. For the if-part, 
suppose C n V RN*:D is not equivalent to l... That is, there is at least one 
interpretation I = (~I,.I) such that CI n (V RN*:Df # 1.. I = 0. Clearly, 
CI n (V RN*:Df # 0 holds exactly when 

(8) 

Suppose N is the set of all concept and role names occurring in CnV RN*:D. 
Consider some interpretation :r = (~I, .:T) which is N-compatible with I 
such that A:T = (V RN*:D)I. As A occurs neither in C nor in D, there is 
actually such an interpretation :r. It will turn out that J is a model of 
A [;;;; DnVRN:A, but it is not model of A [;;;; -,C, so that {A [;;;; DnVRN:A} 
does not entail A [;;;; -,C. The fact that :r is no model of A [;;;; -,C is an 
immediate consequence of the assumption that A:T = (V RN*:D)I together 
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with (8) which states that (V RN*:D)I C1 .CI . Since.:r is N-compatible 
with I, the functions .I and .J map D to the same subset of !::l.I and RN 
to the same binary relation over !::l.I. Together with the assumption that 
AJ = (V RN*:D)I this proves that .:r is in fact a model of A ~ D n V RN:A : 

AJ 

= (VRN*:D)I 

(D n V RN:V RN*:D)I 

DI n {d E !::l.I : RNI(d) ~ (VRN*:D)I} 

DJ n {d E !::l.I : RNJ(d) ~ AJ} 

(D n VRN:A)J 

To prove the only-if-part of (7), assume {A ~ D n V RN:A} does not 
entail A ~ .C. That is , there is at least one interpretation, say I = (!::l.I, .I) , 
which is a model of A ~ DnVRN:A, but which is no model of A!: .C. The 
latter means that AI C1 .CI , i.e., AI n CI #- 0, whereas the former means 
AI must be a subset of (D n VRN:A)I. It is folklore that (VRN:Cd I is a 
subset of (V RN:C2 )I if Cf is a subset of Cr Using this observation it is easy 
to see that AI is a subset of (D n VRN:D)I: 

AI 

C (D n V RN:A)I 
DI n (V RN:A)I 

C DI n (VRN:(D n VRN:A))I 

(D n V RN:D)I n (V RN:V RN:A)I 

C (D n VRN:D)I 

Induction on n proves that for any natural number n, AI is a subset of 
(Dn(VRNl:D) ... n(VRNn:D))I. As one might suspect, VRNn:D abbreviates 
VRNn-l:D ifn >.1, whereas VRNl:D is VRN:D. This means, AI is a subset 
of (V RN*:D)I and, therefore, AI n CI is subset of (V RN*:D)I n CI. As 
AI n CI is assumed to be nonempty, (V RN*:D)I n CI must be nonempty 
too. But this is just to say that C n V RN*:D is coherent. 0 

Next, we give lower complexity bounds for the the least and the greatest 
fixpoint semantics. 

Complexity Theorem 2. The set of all (pT, CN ~ C) such that T ranges 
over all syntactically monotone terminologies of Ace and CN ~ C ranges 
over all concept introductions of Ace with pT F= CN ~ C is hard for EXP
TIME. There is moreover a constant c > 0 such that this set is not a member 
of DTIME(2cn ). Both results hold even if T may contain at most one con
cept introduction. The corresponding statements hold for for greatest fixpoint 
terminologies as well. 
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Proof. We have already seen that j.l{A == C U 3RN:A} has exactly the same 
models as A == 3RN*:C and that v{ A == C n V RN:A} has exactly the same 
models as A == V RN*:C. The only condition is that A does not occur in C . 
This means, if A occurs neither in C nor in D, then it holds that: 

F= C n V RN*:D == 1. iff v{ A == D n V RN:A} F= C n A == 1. 

iff j.l{A == -,D U 3RN:A} F= C n -,A == 1. 

To proceed, observe that en A == 1.. and the primitive concept introduction 
A I; -,C have exactly the same models. Similarly, if C is of the form CN n C', 
C n -,A == 1. and the primitive concept introduction CN I; A U -,C' have 
exactly the same models too. To summarize, if A occurs neither in C nor in 
D, and if C is of the form CN n C', then it holds that: 

F= C n VRN*:D == 1. iff v{A == D n VRN:A} F= A I; -,C 
iff j.l{A == -,D U 3RN:A} F= CN I; AU -,C' 

This means, the sets whose lower complexity bounds we are about to prove 
are polynomial time lin-reducible to the complement of FL and vice versa, 
at least when taking the restriction into consideration which is mentioned in 
Proposition 5. As FL is hard for EXPTIME, these sets are hard for EXP
TIME as well. Furthermore, if they were a member of nc>o DTIME(2cn), the 
complement of FL and thus FL itself would be elements of nc>o DTIME(2cn ). 
This would contradict, however, Proposition 5 which states that for some con
stant c> 0, FL is not a member of DTIME(2cn) . 0 

7.2 Upper Bounds 

Streett and Emerson [1984, 1989] gave an elementary upper time bound for 
accepting the set of coherent concepts of full A£Cj.l. Vardi and Wolper [1984] 
show that the set of coherent concepts of A£Cj.l- is a member of EXPTIME. 
The next theorem generalize Vardi and Wolper's result to subsumption with 
respect to finite sets of axioms of A£Cj.l-. 

Complexity Theorem 3. The set of all (A, C == D) such that AU{ C == D} 
ranges over all finite sets of axioms of A£Cj.l- with A F= C == D is a member 
of EXPTIME. 

Proof. As already mentioned, Vardi and Wolper [1984, Theorem 3] proved 
the claim to hold for A being the empty set. In the same paper they also 
showed that each concept C of A£Cj.l- is coherent iff there is a tree interpreta
tion I = (~I, .I) such that the empty word A is a element of C I [Theorem 2]. 
According to Vardi and Wolper [1986, Page 197], a tree interpretation is 
an interpretation (~I, .I) such that: 
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1. For some finite alphabet ~. ~I is a nonempty subset of all words over 
~ 
....J. 

2. For every U' E ~* and for every a E ~. wa E 6,.I only if w E 6,.I. 

3. For each role name RN and all 1£1, w' E ~., (w, w') E RNI only if for 
some a E ~. lC' = lL'a and, addit.ionally, for each other role name RN' , 
(lit, w') tf. R S'I. 

This ensures that any terminological axiom C == D can be internalized within 
A£CJ1.- using the technique introduced independently by Baader [1991] and 
by Schild [1991] . This technique utilizes the concept Vn:C defined as follows 
if R = {RXi : 1 ~ i ~ n} is a finite set of role names: 

The concept name .4 must not occur in C. We have already seen that the 
concepts vA.{A == C n VRN :A} and VRN*:C are in fact equivalent. In 
analogy to this equivalence. Vn:C is equivalent to V(RNl '" U RNn)*:C, if R 
is as above. Suppose C == D abbreviates the concept (-.C U D) n (-.D U C). 
Then for each tree interpretation I = (~I, .I), it holds that I is a model 
of C == D iff >. E (Vn :C == D)I, provided R is the set of all role names 
appearing in C and D. In addition, it holds that the empty word>. is 
a element of (Vn :C == D)I iff (Vn :C == D)I is the full domain 6,. I , so that 
C == D ~ C' == D' iff ~ (Vn:C == D) ~ C' == D'. This internalization is 
clearly computable in polynomial time and it does not increase the size of the 
involved axioms more than linearly. Moreover, it preserves the restrictedness 
of the involved concepts. Induction on the cardinality of A shows that the 
set of all tuples (A, C == D) such that Au {C == D} ranges over all finite sets 
A of axioms of A£CIl,- with A ~ C == D is polynomial time lin-reducible to 
the same set but with A restricted to be empty. As the latter is a member 
of EXPTI~1E , the former must be an element of EXPTIME too. 0 

It should be stressed that according to Representation Theorem 1, the last 
theorem actually gives an upper complexity bound for computing the sub
sumption relation which integrates all t.hree kinds of semantics. 

Corollary 3. Th e set of all (A U r, C == D) such that r ranges otJf.r all 
syntactically monotone complex jixpoint terminologies of A£C and Au {C == 
D} ranges Oller' all finit e sets of axioms of A£Cp- with Au r ~ C == D is 
a member of EXPTIME. 
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8 Conclusion 

We have investigated terminological cycles in the terminological standard log
ic A.cC with the only restriction that recursively defined concepts must occur 
in their definition positively. This restriction , called syntactic monotonicity. 
ensures the existence of least and greatest fixpoint models . It turned out 
that as far as syntactically monotone terminologies of A.cC are concerned. 
the descriptive semantics as well as the least and greatest fixpoint semantics 
do not differ in the computational complexity of the corresponding subsump
tion relation. In fact, in each case subsumption is complete for det erministi c 
exponential time and, moreover, there is a constant c > 0 such that in none 
of the cases it is computable in in deterministic time 2cn

. These complexi
ty results significantly improve those of Baader [1990] in the sense that he 
investigated only syntactically monotone terminologies in a wry small sub
language of ours. The concept language he considered comprises neither 
concept disjunction, concept negat.ion, nor exist.ential value restrictions of 
the form :JR:C. We also showed that the expressive power of finite sets of 
syntactically monotone terminologies of A.cC is the very same for lea.st and 
greatest fixpoint semantics. We have moreover seen that in both cases t he~ ' 

are strictly stronger in expressive power than A.cC augmented by rf'gular role 
expressions. This contrasts a result of Baader [1990] who proved t hat s~'nt ac
tically monotone least and greatest. fixpoint tenninologif's of the restricted 
language he considered can define solely concepts of t he regular extf'nsion 
of A.cC [Baader, 1990]. Our result.s clarify the ongoing discussion on the 
adequate semantics for t.erminological cycles. They show that for none of the 
three kinds of semantics is preferable in t.erms of computational complexit~· 

of the corresponding subsumpt.ion relat.ion. l\loreover. our rf'Sttlts show that 
neit.her the least nor t.he greatest fixpoint semantics is preff'rable in terms of 
expressive power. We obt.ained t.hese results b~' a direct COlTf'spondf'nce to 
the so-called propositional II-calculus which allows to express least and great
est. fixpoint.s explicitly. ALC augment.f'd by these fixpoint operators. called 
ALCp-, providf's a unifying framf'work for all three kinds of semantics. 

The correspondence, howf'ver, yields furt her results. For instancf'. there 
are already t.ablC'au-based algorit.hms and even workbenches for ALCI'-. at 
least as far as only t.erminologies comprising at most one concept introduction 
are involved [Huhn and Nif'bert., 1993].4 Concerning t.he rf'striction to ter
minologies comprising at. IllOSt. one concept. int.roduct.ion, recall that we have 
Sf'f'n t.hat. 1.h is r('s1.rict.ion dof's 110t, d(,lrease t,lw expressi ve power of ALC 11- . 

4 JIll h 11 alld N if' llf'rt. [l!l!);l] act.llally g;n'(, ollly a I,a blea 11- ha$('d algori I hill for a slightly 
r(':-;t.rict.pd v('f:-;ioll of ACC,t- . 
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